ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider the secure communications in a cognitive untrusted relay network, where the secondary source intends to communicate with a secondary destination through an untrusted relay in the presence of the direct source-destination link. Specifically, we first examine the connection outage probability (COP) and secrecy outage probability (SOP) to investigate the reliability and security performance in two cases, where the secondary destination exploits the maximum ratio combining (MRC) scheme or the selection combining (SC) scheme. To characterize the tradeoff between reliability and security, we then investigate the effective secrecy throughput (EST) performance by including the COP and SOP in a unified manner. In order to gain additional insights from the performance evaluation, we also provide the asymptotic expressions for the COP, SOP, and EST in high signal-to-noise ratio region. It is demonstrated that the interference temperature constraint incurred from the primary network enables a tradeoff between reliability and security of the secondary network. Moreover, the resulting analysis shows that using the untrusted relay to forward the transmitted message is unnecessary when the secondary destination employs the SC scheme and the untrusted relay operates in half-duplex mode.
I. INTRODUCTION
To improve coverage area and achieve performance gains in secondary transmission, relay techniques have been incorporated to form cognitive relay networks under spectrum sharing environments, which have attracted tremendous research interest [1] , [2] . Meanwhile, the open and dynamic behavior of cognitive relay networks increases the risk of security overheard by eavesdroppers [3] , [4] . Traditionally, cryptographic methods implemented at upper layers are widely used to prevent the confidential information from being eavesdropped, which heavily rely on the computational complexity. Recently, physical layer security has drawn considerable attention by exploring the randomness characteristics of the transmission media to achieve perfect confidentiality in cognitive networks [5] - [7] .
A significant amount of investigations on physical layer security of cognitive relay networks have been developed by researchers' efforts over the past few decades. In [8] , different relay selection schemes were designed to improve the security-reliability tradeoff of cognitive relay networks in the presence of an eavesdropper. Later, considering the outdated channel state information (CSI), [9] studied the secrecy outage performance of cognitive multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) relay networks. Very recently, an opportunistic relay selection was proposed to enhance the secondary secure transmission of random cognitive radio networks in [10] .
However, the relay node can be also a potential eavesdropper, i.e., it can attempt to eavesdrop the source's confidential information even though assisting the source with cooperative transmission [11] , [12] . This model corresponds to defence, financial institution and government intelligence networks, where the relay node has different security clearance as the source and destination node [13] - [15] . In this case, the untrusted relay complies with the transmission protocol requirements, but does not have the authority in accessing the data it is relaying.
An interesting result is that, communications via an untrusted relay can achieve a higher secrecy rate by treating the untrusted relay as both potential eavesdropping node and beneficial node [16] . This result also can be extended to MIMO untrusted relay networks [17] . Moreover, the destination-assisted jammer [18] , [19] and external friendly jammer [20] were used to ensure the secrecy of the confidential messages and achieve positive secrecy rate. The secrecy outage probability was addressed in [21] for three different schemes: direct transmission scheme, amplify-andforward (AF) relaying scheme, and cooperative jamming scheme. The work in [22] designed an opportunistic transmission scheme to maximize the secrecy rate of untrusted relay networks with a direct link.
Similarly, security caused by the untrusted relay is also an critical enabling factor for cognitive relay networks. Along this line, [23] demonstrated a cooperative scheme with an untrusted relay can still be beneficial in increasing the secrecy rate in cognitive ratio scenarios. Afterward, the secrecy rate of multiple-input signal-output (MISO) model in the presence of an untrusted relay was considered in [24] . The aforementioned works commonly assume that the spectrum sharing is based on the overlay approach in cognitive untrusted relay networks. However, the secure communication of cognitive untrusted relay networks using the underlay approach is also worthy of our attention. Then, a fundamental question arises to be addressed: Is it beneficial to use the untrusted relay for secure communications in underlay cognitive networks?
To answer this question, in this work we investigate the secrecy performance of an underlay cognitive untrusted relay network composed of a secondary source, an untrusted relay, a secondary destination, and a primary receiver. Both MRC and SC schemes are exploited to combine the direct and relay communications at the secondary destination. To our best knowledge, no prior work has considered the impact of the untrusted relay on the secondary secrecy performance of underlay cognitive untrusted relay networks. Our contributions and key results can be summarized as follows.
• We consider both MRC and SC schemes at the secondary destination of underlay cognitive untrusted relay networks, where we take into account the direct and relaying links, and then derive analytical expressions for three important measures of the reliability and security performance, i.e., the connection outage probability (COP), secrecy outage probability (SOP), and effective secrecy throughput (EST). Notably, the EST examines the reliability and security performance in a unified manner.
• We derive the exact asymptotic expressions of the COP, SOP and EST for both MRC and SC schemes to provide deeper insights on the performance evaluation and design. In particular, the asymptotic behavior shows that the interference temperature constraint enables a tradeoff between reliability and security, which indicates loosing the interference temperature constraint would bring us better reliability performance, but worsen security performance.
• The results demonstrate that the MRC scheme performs consistently better than the SC scheme in terms of EST, demonstrating the advantage of the MRC scheme for improving the reliability of the considered system. Moreover, the resulting analysis shows that using the untrusted relay to forward the transmitted message is unnecessary when the secondary destination employs the SC scheme and the untrusted relay operates in halfduplex mode. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The underlay cognitive untrusted relay system and channel model are introduced in Section II. In Section III, We present a set of analytical and asymptotic expressions for the key secrecy performance. The effects of different system parameters on the reliability and security performance are conducted by numerical and simulation results in Section IV. Finally, Section V provides concluding remarks of the paper. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an underlay cognitive untrusted relay network shown in Fig. 1 , where a secondary source S communicates with a secondary destination D through an untrusted relay R in the presence of a primary destination P. We assume that a direct link between S and D is available. Moreover, all nodes here have a single antenna and operate in half-duplex mode. We also assume that all the channels are subject to block Rayleigh fading channels, i.e., each channel remains constant across the coherence block and changes independently in different coherence blocks. In addition, to guarantee the quality of primary network, the interference temperature constraint at P from S and R should not exceed a given threshold I . 1 Furthermore, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) encounters at each receiver with zero mean and variance N 0 .
In this work, the widely-adopted Wyner's wiretap code [26] is utilized to make it possible for reliable and secure communication between S and D. This coding scheme consists of the codeword transmission rate, R 0 , and confidential information rate, R s . The rate increment of R e = R 0 − R s is the expense of confusing eavesdropper. Two different outage probabilities are termed as the connection outage probability 1 The interference on the secondary communication incurred from the primary transmitter is ignored because of the long distance between primary transmitter and secondary nodes [8] , [9] , [25] . and secrecy outage probability encountered in wireless communication for this specific scenario. The connection outage probability results from the failure of recovering the confidential messages from S at D, which characterizes the reliable communication. The secrecy outage probability is caused by the fact that R successfully intercepts the source confidential signals, which represents the secure communication.
The secondary transmission is divided into two phases. In the first phase, S broadcasts the normalization signal x s to R and D. Therefore, the received signal at R and D can be respectively expressed as
and
where P s = min(P t , I /|h SP | 2 ), P t is the maximum transmit power of the secondary nodes, and h SR , h SD and h SP are the fading coefficients of S − R, S − D and S − P links with parameterγ SR ,γ SD andγ SP , respectively. Besides, n R and n D 1 respectively denote the AWGN at R and D during the direct transmission.
In the second phase, with a variable amplifying coefficient
+ N 0 , R retransmits the received signal to D using AF protocol. 2 Therefore, the received signal at D during the relay transmission can be formulated as
where P r = min(P t , I /|h RP | 2 ), h RP and h RD are the fading coefficients of R − P and R − D links with parameter γ RP andγ RD , respectively. Moreover, n D 2 denotes the AWGN at D in the second phase. According to (1) , the mutual information between S and R is given by
The direct and relay branches at D can be combined by using the MRC or SC schemes, where the MRC scheme can achieve the best performance, and the SC scheme has lower implementation cost. By employing the MRC scheme on (2) and (3), the mutual information between S and D can be written as
When the two signals received at D are combined by means of the SC scheme, the mutual information between S and D 2 The relay is untrusted even though assisting the source to forward signal to the destination, which means it may attempt to eavesdrop the source's confidential information. Therefore, the decode-and-forward (DF) protocol is not applicable for this scenario. Accordingly, the AF protocol is chosen due to lower complexity compared to the compress-and-forward (CF) protocol.
can be rewritten as
where the factor 1/2 arises from the fact that each complete transmission from S to D takes two time slots.
III. SECRECY PERFORMANCE ANANLYSIS
In this section, we elaborate to evaluate the secrecy performance comprehensively of the cognitive untrusted relay network for both MRC and SC schemes. In particular, the key performance metrics, including the COP, SOP and EST, are characterized. Then, the asymptotic behavior enables us to gain more insights on the system.
A. MAXIMAL RATIO COMBINING 1) CONNECTION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
With MRC at D, the COP can be given by
where t 1 = N 0 2 2R 0 − 1 . Note that the approximation follows the fact that XY X +Y +1 ≈ min (X , Y ), which can be tightly approximated over entire range of operating SNR [18] , [22] , [27] . Let Z = P s |h SD | 2 + min P s |h SR | 2 , v and v = P r |h RD | 2 , then the cumulative distributed function (CDF) of Z conditioned on a given v can be given by Lemma 1.
Lemma 1:
where
with a 1 (z) and a 2 (z) being expressed as
Whenγ SD =γ SR ,
, a 6 (z) and a 7 being expressed as VOLUME 6, 2018
Proof: See Appendix A. In order to derive the exact expression of (7), the statistical behavior of v is required. Based on P r = min(P t , I /|h RP | 2 ), the CDF of v can be easily evaluated into two cases, |h RP | 2 > I /P t and |h RP | 2 < I /P t , which is formulated as
Then, we take the first derivative of the CDF, and derive the probability density function (PDF) of v as
P tγRP . By applying the CDF of Z and the PDF of v into (7), P MRC co can be shown as
Whenγ SD =γ SR , (19) can be expressed as
Whenγ SD =γ SR , (19) can be formulated as
+ a 4 (t 1 ) 2 (t 1 ) + a 5 (t 1 ) 3 (a 6 (t 1 ), t 1 ), (21) where 2 (t 1 ) is given by
and 3 (a 6 (t 1 ), t 1 ) is characterized by (23) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Proof: See Appendix B. The closed-from expression of the COP indicates the attainable reliability performance of the MRC scheme. From the definition of COP, it is clear that the reliability performance can indeed be improved by increasing transmit SNR. However, increasing transmit SNR unboundedly is not helpful, because the interference temperature constraint will finally become the bottleneck and dominate the reliability level.
2) SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
The SOP can be expressed as
where t 2 = N 0 2 2R 0 −2R s − 1 . From (24) , it is obvious that the security of the secondary network is mainly ensured by the interference temperature constraint at high transmit power regime.
3) EFFECTIVE SECRECY THROUGHPUT
The expressions of the COP and SOP respectively allow us to measure the reliable and secure communication experienced by the destination and untrusted relay [28] , [29] . In order to measure the reliability and security in a unified manner, 3 (a 6 (t 1 ),
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, ifγ SD =γ RD ;
the effective secrecy throughput (EST) is adopted here to holistically characterize the efficiency of the communication, which is defined as the product of the confidential information rate and the probability of both reliable and secure transmission [30] , [31] . Therefore, the EST of the MRC scheme can be formulated as
which can be evaluated conditioned on v at first. Then by statistically averaging with respect to v and calculating the required integration with the help of [32] , we can get the analytical expressions of the EST as below.
where a 8 = R s e (27) and (28), as shown at the top of this page, with a 10 = t 1γSPγSR +t 2γSPγSD +Iγ SDγSR γ SPγSR
− R s a 4 (t 1 ) 2 (t 2 ) + a 8 4 + a 9 5 − R s a 5 (t 1 ) 3 (a 6 (t 1 ), t 2 ),
where a 12 is given by
Based on the definition of EST, we clarify that both the reliability and security are equally crucial to EST, although improving both the reliability and security simultaneously is elusive. Therefore, the EST can be used to balance the reliability and security for such cognitive untrusted relay networks.
4) ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
To extract additional insights on the MRC scheme, we now derive the asymptotic expressions for the COP, SOP and EST under the MRC scheme with P t → ∞. By using the expressions of (7), the asymptotic behavior of the COP can be easily computed as follows.
where a 1 = 
With the help of (25), the asymptotic behavior of the EST can be readily obtained as follows. 
From the asymptotic behaviour of the COP, SOP and EST, we find that the reliability can be improved by loosing the interference temperature constraint, which unfortunately increases the risk that the untrusted relay succeeds in eavesdropping the confidential information. Thus, the interference temperature constraint enables a tradeoff between reliability and security for cognitive untrusted relay networks.
B. SELECTION COMBINING 1) CONNECTION OUTAGE PROBABILITY
With SC at D, the COP can be expressed as
Then, the CDF of P SC co conditioned on a given v can be derived by differentiating two cases of 0 < v < t 1 and v ≥ t 1 . Next, the unconditional P SC co by averaging over v can evaluated as P
where c 1 = 1 − e 
The attainable reliability performance of the SC scheme is characterized by (37). Although the reliability performance is worse than the MRC scheme, the SC scheme is widely used due to its simplicity and lower implementation cost.
2) SECRECY OUTAGE PROBABILITY
The confidential messages eavesdropped by the untrusted relay are identical for the MRC and SC schemes. Therefore, the SOP of the SC scheme is the same as the MRC scheme and hence it is omitted here.
3) EFFECTIVE SECRECY THROUGHPUT
The EST under the SC scheme is given by 
From (39), it can be seen that the SC scheme can not provide a diversity gain for the considered system. In other words, the help of the untrutsed relay is unnecessary when the destination employs the SC scheme and the untrusted relay operates in half-duplex mode.
4) ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR
Likewise, when the transmit power at S and D can be respectively simplified as P s = I /|h SP | 2 and P r = I /|h RP | 2 , the COP and EST of the SC scheme can be respectively derived as . The general expressions of COP, SOP and EST are valid for both MRC and SC schemes with arbitrary system parameters, i.e., P t and I . Additional, the asymptotic analysis offers a flexible approach to evaluate and design the performance of such cognitive untrusted relay networks.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, the numerical and simulation results are presented to evaluate the performance of the considered system. Unless otherwise stated, we set the codeword transmission rate as R 0 = 2bit/s/Hz, and the confidential information rate as R s = 1bit/s/Hz. We assume thatγ SR =γ SD =γ RD = 1, whileγ SP andγ RP are set to be 0.5. 3 Also, the transmit SNR is defined as P t /N 0 and the noise variance is normalized to one. As shown in these figures, the Monte Carlo simulation points are in exact agreement with analytical curves, which validates our derivations. 2 plots the connection outage probability versus the transmit SNR for both MRC and SC schemes with different interference temperature constraint. Several observations can be drawn as follows: 1) The MRC scheme performs better than the SC scheme in terms of the connection outage probability over entire range of operating transmit SNR, demonstrating the advantage of MRC scheme for enhancing the reliability level.
2) The COP of both MRC and SC schemes decreases as transmit SNR increases, but later, it reaches error floor when the transmit SNR is in high region. This is because the transmit power at S and R is constrained by I when P t increases to a certain value. 3) Increasing I will reduce the floor which is intuitive because higher I means larger power can be used at S and R. Fig. 3 plots the secrecy outage probability of both MRC and SC schemes versus the transmit SNR with different I . First, it is clear that the secrecy outage probability does not always increase with the increment of SNR. The reason is that the information eavesdropped by the untrusted relay is limited by I at high SNR regime. Moreover, the security of the considered system gradually deteriorates as I increases. This is justified that the untrusted relay is easier access to confidential information with the loose of interference 3 The PUs and SUs belong to different wireless networks in space. Hence, the interference links are set to be worsen than the data links. temperature constraint. In addition, it is observed from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that I enables a reliability and security tradeoff between COP and SOP in cognitive untrusted relay networks. Fig. 4 plots the EST of both MRC and SC schemes against the transmit SNR with different I . The results show that: 1) The SNR is not the larger the better. That is, larger SNR would bring us better reliability level, but worse security level.
2) The EST approaches to floor when the SNR is sufficiently large, since in this case, the fixed interference temperature constraint I limits the transmit power at S and R to affect the secrecy throughput performance. 3) It is interesting to see that when I is either extremely small or large, the floor of the EST in high power region is low. This can be explained as follows. When I is too small, the detrimental effect of the reliability outweighs the benefits of the security from I . When I is too large, the security issue resulted from I becomes the dominant factor to deteriorate the EST performance. Therefore, it is important to choose the appropriate I to balance the reliability and security for the considered system. Fig. 5 plots the impact of the interference temperature constraint on the EST performance for both MRC and SC schemes with different P t . As shown in figure, the EST performance is not always improved with increasing I . This is rather intuitive, since there exists a reliability and security VOLUME 6, 2018 tradeoff caused by I . In addition, the effects of P t on the EST performance have similar trends and reasons as I . Fig. 6 plots the impact ofγ SD on the EST of both MRC and SC schemes with different I . It is shown that the EST for both MRC and SC schemes is seen to increase asγ SD increases. This is due to the fact that the reliability of the considered system increases with increasingγ SD , which results in larger EST level. Fig. 7 plots the EST of both MRC and SC schemes versus γ SR with different I . We first observe that the EST of SC scheme decreases whenγ SR increases. However, the EST of MRC scheme is not always decreased asγ SR increases. The reason for this trend is that increasingγ SR will lead to a reliability performance enhancement, but a security performance degradation. Fig. 8 plots the EST of both MRC and SC schemes against γ RD with different I . We can find that the EST of MRC scheme gradually increases whenγ RD increases. We also obverse that the EST performance of SC scheme is invariable whenγ RD changes, which is consistent with the discussed in Section III. This observation implies that the help of untrusted relay is unnecessary when the secondary destination employs the SC scheme and the untrusted relay operates in half-duplex mode.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered the cognitive untrusted relay network with a direct link and characterized the secrecy performance under MRC and SC schemes. Three key performance metrics, e.g., the connection outage probability, secrecy outage probability and effective secrecy throughput, were derived to measure the reliability and security performance of the considered system with arbitrary system parameters. Subsequently, the asymptotic expressions were conducted to achieve additional insights on the performance evaluation and design for such cognitive untrusted relay networks. Our results revealed that using the untrusted relay to forward the transmitted message was unnecessary when the secondary destination employs the SC scheme and the untrusted relay operates in half-duplex mode.
APPENDIX A
The conditional CDF of Z can be rewritten as (42), as shown at the top of the next page. In the following, we calculate ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 by differentiating two cases of 0 < z ≤ v and z > v.
1) Case of 0 < z ≤ v: When 0 < z ≤ v, it is easy to prove that ϕ 1 = 0. In this case, ϕ 2 can be formulated as (43), as shown at the top of the next page.
The term Q 3 can be further expressed as
(43)
(50)
Then, we have to consider two cases, i.e.,γ SR =γ SD and γ SR =γ SD . Whenγ SR =γ SD ,
Whenγ SR =γ SD ,
The term Q 4 can be further expressed as 
2) Case of z > v: In this case, ϕ 1 can be calculated as (50), as shown at the top of this page.
It is easy to obtain
The term Q 2 can be evaluated as 
Now, ϕ 2 can be written as (55), as shown at the top of this page. Similarly, whenγ SR =γ SD , 
By summarizing the results of (45), (48), (51), (53), (56), and (58), we arrive at (8) . Then, using the results of (46), (49), (51), (54), (57), and (59), (11) is obtained.
APPENDIX B
Whenγ SR =γ SD , (19) can be written as
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